
DIGITAL MEDIA GHOST

Become A Contributor!

DIGITAL MEDIA GHOST CONTRIBUTOR SUBMISSION PROCESS

PITCH
Pitch Digital Media Ghost your best idea! Or ideas. You may submit more than one idea via
the Pitch Portal. We highly recommend you read the guidelines (below), check recent blog
post titles, know which niches we publish in and check out the Editorial Calendar before
throwing us your pitch. Doing so will ensure your pitch is accepted! Don't skip this step! If we
receive a submission without hearing your pitch first, you'll be sent to the Pitch Portal to enter
the process properly. 
 
While we wish that all pitches could be lightly covered or not covered at all, we appreciate
subject matter that's not basic like "What is Digital Marketing" or "How To Set Up An
Instagram Account." Information like this can already be found numerous times over with a
simple Google search. Make your pitch pop! Instead of submitting traditional information, spice
it up by giving it a twist like "How Many of Your Instagram Followers are Fake or Inactive?" 
 
During the pitch process, you'll have a chance to give a brief summary and explain how you
can give steps to ridding an account of followers like this to help it reach an organic growing.  

Digital Media Ghost Guest Contributor Guidelines are directly after the 5-point process
information. With each step completed in the process, you'll be directed to the proper page.

PITCH STATUS
Once you've submitted a pitch to Digital Media Ghost, it will be reviewed. The pitch review
process takes only a few days at the very most. Once we have made a decision, we will
update the Status Portal to include your title! Within the Status Portal you will see two
different status stations - Pitches and Submissions. Search the titles in the Pitches category
for the title of the pitch you submitted to see the status. Check back often for updates.

SUBMISSION PORTAL
Your pitch has been accepted, you've taken the time to write content that will offer
informational value and it's been edited and polished for publication as per Digital Media
Ghost guidelines. You're ready to submit! This happens within the Submission Portal. 
 
Following the guidelines on word count, number of do-follow links allowed, writing and editing
standards will get your submission accepted quickly! FYI: Not being in compliance with our
limit of links allowed and bad sentence structure with spelling errors is our most observed
rejection reasons. Don't let these things hold you back! Consider an online editing program.
 
You can upload your submission in the form of Word documents, rich text documents PDF
and there is even a field for dropping a link to your submission if you use Google Drive,
Dropbox, etc.

There are a number of things you will be able to include with your blog post submission:
Byline - It doesn't matter who gets credit for writing the content
Content images - Images are only used when attribution is given
Infographic - Can be previously published and embed codes are acceptable
Bio - Links are allowed but must be included with the link limit, otherwise you may include
non-clickable links to social media, etc.
Bio image - No attribution required since we assume they are you or the author and you
have permission already



STATUS PORTAL
Once we have your submission it will enter the Status Portal. Progress within the submission
acceptance process is determined by a series of factors:

Relevancy - The subject matter is relevant to the niches Digital Media Ghost publishes
Topic - The topic or the title must have gone through the Pitch Portal before being
accepted - no shortcuts
Writing - Sentence are grammarly correct and make sense even if English isn't your first
language
Editing - Digital Media Ghost doesn't mind light editing as in correcting one or two
misspelled words but too many mistakes prompts rejection
Tone - The tone of the content must NOT be promotional and geared toward a single
product or service. This is another type of submission altogether and subject to publication
fees
Links - Compliance with the number of links allowed and the links MUST be relevant to the
anchor text - all links are checked

 
Here are the specific steps to the review process:

Guest post submitted
Submission entered into the Status Portal
Status updated
Submission thoroughly reviewed
Status updated
Submission accepted, pending or rejected
Status updated
Email sent in case of pending or rejection
Submission scheduled
Status updated
Submission published
Status updated
Confirmed by email
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It looks more complicated than it really is! Every time the status is updated, it's one step closer
to being accepted! Most times, if all of the guideline requirements have been implemented
before submission, the process jumps from being reviewed to being scheduled instantly. It's
that easy!
 
Pending or rejection status is also easy to fix. An email is sent with an explanation. Pending
usually means: too many links, a few grammar or spelling errors and/or the content a bit
sounds slightly biased and promotional in tone. It's fine to tell of a product or service, but don't
try to sell it. Advertising is a paid service. Digital Media Ghost offers Sponsored and Branded
posts as well.
 
Rejection could be due to asking a contributor to correct something on already submitted
content and they fail to resubmit or comply in a timely manner. Also, heavy grammar errors
and constant misspellings will prompt an immediate rejection. We may write and edit for a
living but we aren't being paid to edit your free guest blog submission.

EDITORIAL CALENDAR
 Your Guest Contributor blog post submission made it through the process and will be
scheduled in the Editorial Calendar for Digital Media Ghost publications. Once a submission
has been scheduled, you simply wait for that date to roll around! We will email you once the
publication is live and your brand new shiny publication link will appear in the Editorial
Calendar.


